
 

 

  

Abstract—Bipedal locomotion has good obstacle avoidance 

properties. A robot with human appearance has advantages in 

human-robot communication. However, walking control is 

difficult due to the complex robot dynamics involved.  

Stable reference generation is significant in walking control. 

The Linear Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) and the Zero 

Moment Point (ZMP) criterion are applied in a number of 

studies for stable walking reference generation of biped robots. 

This is the main route of reference generation in this paper too. 

We employ a natural and continuous ZMP reference 

trajectory for a stable and human-like walk. The ZMP 

reference trajectories move forward under the sole of the 

support foot when the robot body is supported by a single leg. 

Robot center of mass (CoM) trajectory is obtained from 

predefined ZMP reference trajectories by Fourier series 

approximation. We reported simulation results with this 

algorithm in our previous works. This paper presents the first 

experimental results. Also the use of a ground push phase 

before foot take-offs reported in our previous works is tested 

first time together with our ZMP based reference trajectory. 

The reference generation strategy is tested via walking 

experiments on the 29 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) human sized 

full body humanoid robot SURALP (Sabanci University 

Robotics Research Laboratory Platform). Experiments indicate 

that the proposed reference trajectory generation technique is 

successful. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE humanoid shape for a robot is suitable for obstacle 
avoidance purposes in the human environment. Robots 

in the human shape can be accepted as a social creature by 
human beings. Nevertheless, there are a variety of problems 
which should be alleviated for the realization of the human-
robot coexistence. The bipedal free-fall manipulator is 
difficult to stabilize [1]. This makes the walking control a 
challenging problem. In biped robot systems, walking pattern 
is as important as balance control techniques. 

The ZMP criterion is widely accepted as a stability 
measure for bipedal locomotion. This criterion states that, 
ZMP should lie within the supporting area of the feet during 
the walk [1]. This area defined by the borders of the feet in 
contact with the ground is often called the support polygon. 
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The ZMP coordinates are functions of the positions and 
accelerations of the links and the body of the humanoid 
robot. It is difficult to use these expressions of many 
variables in reference generation and control algorithm 
design. Dynamics equations of the free fall biped robot are 
complicated too and it is also not straight forward to have an 
insight from them to design stable references and stabilizing 
controllers. This is where an approximate model can prove 
much more useful than a detailed one. The LIPM [2] is such 
an approximate model of the legged robot. It consists of a 
point mass of constant height and a massless rod connecting 
the point mass with the ground. By virtue of this model, a 
quite simple relation between the ZMP and the robot CoM 
coordinates is obtained [3]. This relation is exploited for 
ZMP based stable walking reference generation in a number 
of studies. In such works, robot CoM trajectory is obtained 
from predefined stable ZMP reference trajectories. There is a 
freedom in choosing the ZMP reference as long as the 
criterion above is satisfied. A choice is to keep it fixed at the 
center of the foot sole when only one foot is supporting the 
body (single support phase) and interpolating between the 
foot centers when two feet support it (double support phase) 
[4]. However, human-like walk can be obtained by ZMP 
trajectories which move forward when the robot body is 
supported by a single leg [5-7]. A discussion on the 
definition of naturalness and performance of the walk can be 
found in [8]. 

In [8], Erbatur and Kurt introduce a forward moving 
discontinuous ZMP reference trajectory for a stable and 
human-like walk and as in [4] employ Fourier series 
approximation to obtain CoM reference trajectory from this 
ZMP trajectory. This method exploits the periodic nature of 
the steady walk trajectories as is done with Fast Fourier 
Transforms in an earlier work in [9]. The ZMP reference in 
the double support phases in [8] is obtained indirectly with a 
Lanczos smoothing, which also provides smoothing of the 
Gibbs phenomenon peaks due to Fourier approximation. 
Although the walk period is defined by the user, the partition 
of the period into the single and double support phases is due 
to the smoothing process, and not predefined. [10] uses a 
Fourier series approximation for the computation of the CoM 
trajectory from a given ZMP reference curve, too. However, 
it improves [8] by defining a continuous ZMP reference and 
the durations of the single and double support phases are 
fully pre-assigned. This is useful since these parameters play 
an important role in the parameter tuning in experiments as 
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[11, 12] suggest. The naturalness of the walk is preserved, in 
that the single support ZMP reference is forward moving. 
Also, the continuity of the introduced ZMP reference makes 
smoothing unnecessary. 

This paper employs the CoM reference generation method 
of [10]. However, [10] justifies the applicability of the 
technique via simulations on a 12-DOF biped robot model, 
whereas we present experimental walking results obtained 
with the robot SURALP - a 29 DOF full-body bipedal 
humanoid robot designed and built at Sabanci University, 
Turkey [12]. In addition to experimental verification, a 
second contribution of this paper is the introduction of 
ground push phases in the z-directional foot references 
before foot take off instances. These phases, which are 
successful in initiating take-offs, were not used in [10]. 

The ZMP based CoM reference trajectory generation 
method as in [10] is discussed in the next section for the sake 
of completeness. The foot reference generation is presented 
in this section, too. The controller structure used in the 
experiments is summarized in Section III. Section IV 
presents the experimental results. This is followed by a 
conclusion in the last section.  

II. ZMP BASED REFERENCE GENERATION 

In place of using complex full dynamics models, the 
simple LIPM is more suitable for controller synthesis. A 
point mass is assigned to the CoM of the robot and it 
represents the body (trunk) of the robot. The point mass is 
linked to a stable (not sliding) contact point on the ground 
via a massless rod, which is idealized model of a supporting 
leg. In the same manner, the swing leg is assumed to be 
massless too. With the assumption of a fixed height for the 
robot CoM a linear system which is decoupled in the x and y 
directions is obtained. The system described above is shown 

in Fig. 1. T

zyx cccc )(=  is position of the point mass in 

this figure. The ZMP is defined as the point on the x-y plane 
on which no horizontal torque components exist. For the 
structure shown in this figure, the expressions for the ZMP 
coordinates xp  and yp  are [3]: 

( ) xcxx cgzcp &&−=  (1) 

( ) ycyy cgzcp &&−=  (2) 

cz  is the height of the plane where the motion of the point 

mass is constrained and g  is the gravity constant. A suitable 

ZMP trajectory can be generated without difficulty for 
reference generation purposes: 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The linear inverted pendulum model 

As the only stability constraint, the ZMP should always lie 
in the supporting polygon defined by the foot or feet 
touching the ground. The ZMP location is generally chosen 
as the middle point of the supporting foot sole. In [4], the 
reference ZMP trajectory shown in Fig. 2 is created with this 
idea. Firstly, support foot locations are chosen. A in the 
figure is the distance between the foot centers in the y 
direction, B is the step size and T is the half of the walking 
period in this figure. The selection of support foot locations 
and the half period T defines the staircase-like px and the 
square-wave structured py curves. However, in [4], the 
naturalness of the walk is not considered. As mentioned 
above, in that work ZMP stays at a fixed point under the foot 
sole, although investigations in [5-7] show that the human 
ZMP moves forward under the foot sole. Fig. 2 also shows 
that the transition from left single support phase to the right 
single support phase is instantaneous. There exists no double 
support phase. In order to address the naturalness issue, the 

px reference (
ref

xp ) curve shown in Fig. 3 is employed in [8]. 

In this figure, b defines the range of the ZMP motion under 
the sole. A trajectory symmetric in the x -direction, centered 
at the foot frame origin is assumed. 

Having defined the curves, and hence the mathematical 

functions for )(tpref

x  and )(tpref

y , the next step is obtaining 

CoM reference curves )(tc refx  and )(tc refx  from )(tpref

x  and 

)(tpref

y , respectively. Position control schemes for the robot 

joints with joint references obtained by inverse kinematics 
from the CoM locations can be employed once the CoM 
trajectory is computed. 

The computation of CoM trajectory from the given ZMP 
trajectory can be carried out in a number of ways [3, 4]. [4], 
for the reference ZMP trajectories in Fig. 2, proposes an 
approximate solution with the use of Fourier series 
representation to obtain CoM references. Taking an 
approach similar to the one in [4], [8] develops an 
approximate solution for the xc  and yc  references 

corresponding to the moving ZMP references in Fig.3. In this 
process Fourier series approximations of the ZMP references 

)(tpref

x  and )(tpref

y  and of the CoM references are obtained. 

Although the ZMP reference in the x -direction in Fig. 3 is 
forward moving and hence natural as desired, it is not 
continuous. So is the ZMP reference of Fig. 3 in the y -

direction. The y -direction reference is in the form of a 

square wave as in Fig. 2. This discontinuous function 
corresponds to an instantaneous switching of the support 
foot, from right to left and from left to right foot, without an 
intermediate double support phase. [8] uses Lanczos sigma 
factor smoothing for i) Suppressing the Gibbs phenomenon, 
ii) Introducing double support phases. This, however, 
introduces problems too: Gibbs suppression and double 
support period determination are coupled. However, having 
the single and double support periods as freely adjustable 
parameters plays a vital role in tuning of the walking pattern. 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Fixed ZMP references. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Forward moving ZMP reference 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Forward moving ZMP references with pre-

assigned double support phases. 

 
With this motivation, in [10], a new ZMP reference 
trajectory is employed where the double support phase is 
introduced by using the parameter τ  in Fig. 4. An 
interpolation interval is inserted around multiples of the half 
walking period T . The durations of the intervals are equal to 
τ2  and they correspond to double support periods. The 

description of the )(tpref

x  in Fig. 4 is given by 
ref

x

ref

x pTtTBp ′+−= )2)((  (3) 

where ref

xp′  is periodic with period T . ref

xp′  is a 

combination of three line segments on [0 ,T ]: 
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Note that δ  is the magnitude of peak difference between 
ref

xp  and the non-periodic component )2)(( TtTB −  of 

ref

xp . )(tp ref

y  in Fig. 4 is expressed as 
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where )(⋅u represents the unit step function. 

Defining cn zg≡ω , we can rewrite (1) and (2) for the 

reference variables as follows. 
ref

xn

ref

xn

ref

x pcc 22 ωω −=&& ,  (8) 
ref

yn

ref

yn

ref

y pcc 22 ωω −=&& . (9) 

Note that the y -direction ZMP reference )(tpref

y  is a 

periodic function with the period T2 . It is reasonable to 

assume that )(tc refy is periodic too and that it has the same 

period. Hence, it can be approximated by a Fourier series 
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By (9) and (10), ref

yp  can be expressed as 
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Noting that this expression is in the form of a Fourier 



 

 

 

series for )(tpref

y , and since )(tpref

y  is an odd function, we 

conclude that 2/0a  and ))()(1( 2222 Tka nk ωπ+ for 

L,3,2,1=k  are zero. The coefficients 

))()(1( 2222 Tkb nk ωπ+  are computed by the Fourier integral: 
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As a result, after some arithmetical steps (omitted here), 

the coefficients kb of )(tc refy in (10) can be obtained as 
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The second step is finding the Fourier series coefficients for 
ref

xc . In Fig. 4, ref

xp  is not a periodic function. It cannot be 

expressed as a Fourier series. However, as expressed above, 

this function is composed of the periodic function ref

xp′  and 

the non-periodic function ( ( ) )2( TtTB − ).It is again a 

reasonable assumption that ref

xc  has a periodic part and a 

non-periodic part too. Further, if we suppose that the two 

non-periodic parts (of )(tpref

x and ref

xc ) are non-equal, then 

the difference )(tpref

x - ref

xc  will be non-periodic. This is not 

expected in a continuous walk as the one described in Fig. 4. 
Therefore we conclude that the non-periodic parts of the two 
functions are equal. Note that, the period of the periodic part 

of )(tref
x
p  is T and we can state the same for the period of 

the periodic part of ref

xc . Finally, ref

xc  can be expressed as 

the sum of the non-periodic part of ref

xp and a Fourier series: 
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With (8) and (14) )(tpref

x  as a Fourier series is 
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Therefore the Fourier coefficients of )(tp ref

x
′ , the 

periodic part of )(tp ref

x , are 2/0α , )1( 2222 Tk nk ωπα +  and 

)1( 2222 Tk nk ωπβ +  for L 3, 2, ,1=k  The Fourier 

coefficients 2/0α , 22221( Tk nk ωπα +  of )(tp ref

x
′  are zero 

because this is an odd function. The coefficients for 

))()(1( 2222 Tk nk ωπβ +  can be found by 
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This yields the result  
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The curves obtained for ref

xc and ref

yc are shown in Fig. 5 

together with the corresponding ZMP references defined in 
Fig. 4. The infinite sums in (10) and (14) are approximated 
by finite sums of N  terms. 24=N  is used in the 
experiments. N  is found by the inspection of the “Fourier-

series-approximated” ref

yp  and ref

xp  curves obtained from 

(11) and (15) respectively. (These approximated curves are 
not shown here due to space considerations. These curves, 
however, are computed, plotted and compared with the ZMP 
references in Fig. 4. in order to validate the formulae derived 
for the Fourier series coefficients. The plots served a 
secondary purpose of determining a suitable value for N  
too.) We observed that, with 24=N , the approximated 
curves match with the original piecewise continuous ZMP 
reference curves in Fig. 4. The matching quality we judged 
from the reproduction of the sharp corners of the original 
ZMP reference curves in their approximated versions. With 
lower values for N  the matching quality is deteriorated. In 
Fig 5, the following parameter values are used: 1.0=A  m, 

1.0=B  m, 04.0=b  m, 1=T  s and 2.0=τ  s. 
In addition to the CoM references, foot position reference 
trajectories have to be designed too. The x  and z -direction 
components of the foot trajectories used in this paper are 
shown in Fig. 6. These curves are combinations of sinusoidal 
and constant function segments. dT  and sT  represent the 

double and single support periods, respectively. ( τ2=dT , 

τ−= TTs .) B  is the step size from Fig. 4. The y direction 

trajectories are constant at A−  and A  for the right and left 
feet, respectively, where A  is half of the foot to foot 
y direction distance also shown in Fig. 4. sh  is the step 

height parameter and ph  is the ground push magnitude. The 

foot orientation references used in inverse kinematics are 
computed for feet parallel to the ground. 

 

 

Fig. 5. x  and y -direction CoM and ZMP references  



 

 

 

 
Fig.6. x  and z -direction foot references as expressed in the world frame. 

Solid curves belong to the right foot, dashed curves indicate left foot. 

III. CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The walking control method used in this paper follows 
the control approach presented in [12]. Firstly, the joint 
position references are generated through inverse kinematics 
from CoM and swing foot references defined in world frame 
coordinates and obtained in the previous section. 
Independent PID controllers are used for joint position 
control. A set of compensators are then employed during the 
walk for the balance and foot-ground interaction 
enhancements. A block diagram of the controllers used is 
shown in Fig. 7. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, a brief introduction of the bipedal 
humanoid robot SURALP is given and experimental results 
are presented. A picture and dimensional drawings of the 
robot are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. It is 
designed in human proportions with 29 DOF, including 6-
DOF legs, 6-DOF arms, 1 DOF hands, a 2-DOF neck and a 
1-DOF waist. The weight of the robot is 114 kg. DC motors 
are used as actuators. Belt-pulley systems transmit the motor 
rotary motion to Harmonic Drive reduction gears. The sensor 
system of SURALP includes encoders measuring the motor 
angular positions, six-axes force/torque sensors are 
positioned at the ankles and wrists, a rate gyro, an 
inclinometer, and a linear accelerometer which are mounted 
at the robot torso. The control hardware of SURALP consists 
of a modular dSpace digital signal processing system in a 
backpack configuration. Motor drivers are in the trunk. 

In the experiments, SURALP successfully walked with the 
generated reference trajectories based on forward moving 
natural ZMP trajectories and the control algorithms in [12]. 
The video attachment shows typical robot walk with side and 
front views. Reference generation parameters used are given 
in Table I. The reference and actual ZMP curves on the 
ground surface for a five step walk are shown in Fig. 10. It 
can be observed that the overall shape of the ZMP reference 
curve is followed by the actual ZMP. However, the actual 
curve first leads and later lags the reference. The reason for 
the lead is that there is an initial offset between the two 
curves. Such offsets may result from surface irregularities. 
The reason for the lag is early landings of the swing foot. 
The early landing foot reference modification method in the 

x-direction, as explained in [12], “crops” swing foot x-
references and causes the accumulation of ZMP error with 
the increasing number of steps taken. However, this does not 
cause the robot to loose balance. This is because the 
reference generation method creates body-frame foot 
references from the difference of the world-frame CoM and 
foot position references. An early landing swing foot 
reference x-directional crop causes the lag of both the CoM 
and the feet behind their references, by the same amount. 
Therefore, the originally planned body frame references can 
still be used although the robot is behind its reference as 
described in the world frame. Fig. 11 shows the body roll 
and pitch angles during an eleven step walk. With the 
continuous and natural ZMP based reference trajectory, in 
this experiment, stability of the walk is improved 
significantly when compared to the experiments with 
SURALP in [12] where the walking references were not 
ZMP based but are generated as combinations of sinusoidal 
and linear functions in an ad-hoc manner. A walk with 12 cm 
step size is achieved while maximum step size was 6 cm in 
the previous works with this robot.  

 

 
Fig. 7. The control block diagram [12]. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Humanoid robot SURALP 



 

 

 

As it is seen from this figure, the body roll angle oscillates 
between +2.5deg to -3.5 deg and the body pitch angle 
oscillates between +2.1 to -1.7. Oscillations in these ranges 
are quite acceptable for a bipedal robot whose upper body is 
much heavier than the legs which are traveling a 24 cm 
distance in the swing phase. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a forward moving continuous Zero Moment 
Point based reference trajectory generation is implemented 
for a stable and human-like walk of the bipedal humanoid 
robot SURALP. The relation between the Zero Moment 
Point and the robot Center of Mass coordinates is obtained 
via the Linear Inverted Pendulum Model. In order to obtain 
the Center of Mass reference trajectory, ZMP reference 
trajectories are approximated with Fourier series. Continuous 
nature of the ZMP reference trajectories provides non-
oscillatory references, so that the smoothing with Lanczos 
sigma factors are not necessary unlike it is the case in [8]. 
Single support and double support phase durations are 
introduced as predefined separate parameters. Experimental 
results show that the generated stable human-like ZMP 
reference trajectory successfully enables a stable bipedal 
walk with a step size of 12 cm. 

 

 
Fig. 9. SURALP, dimensions. 

 
TABLE I 

REFERENCE GENERATION PARAMETERS 

Symbol Definition Value 

Ts Single support period 1 s 

Td Double support period 0,9 s 

Tp Push period 0.4 s 

A ZMP reference in y direction 7 cm 

2b ZMP motion under the sole 4 cm 

B Step size 12 cm 

sh  Step height 1.5 cm 

ph  Ground push magnitude 1 cm 

 
Fig. 10. ZMP and ZMP reference on the x-y-plane. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Body roll and pitch angles 
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